
Labor Day Lessons & Activities 

Future Jobs Book 
Create a classroom book about jobs that the students think will be important in the future. Have 
them brainstorm a list of jobs and then draw pictures to illustrate the jobs. Older students can write 
job descriptions as well. 

A Web of Workers 
Students create a web, emphasizing the interdependence of workers in the community. 

What You Need 
• chalkboard or chart paper

What to Do 
1. Explain to students that every worker depends on another worker for some kind of service.

Begin by using a school worker other than yourself as an example, such as a school bus 
driver or sports coach. Print the word “Services” on the chalkboard, then draw a circle below 
it and print “School Bus Driver” in the center. Add to the web by including other workers 
whose services are necessary to the bus driver's work—for example, the mechanic who 
makes sure the bus runs correctly, the person who plans the bus routes, and so forth. 

2. Ask students to think of other people whose services are related to the worker's job. Add
their suggestions to the web. 

3. Next create a “Products” web showing products that the worker in your web might use, such
as books, tools, computer software, or a telephone. Explain that many other workers are 
needed to make these products. 

Teaching Options 
• Teams of students can work together to create webs that show the services and products

used in other occupations. 
• Create a bulletin board display for which students draw different workers and the tools they

use as they provide their services or products. 
• Use the Products web as the basis for discussion of what resources are used to create each

product. Create a Resources web. 

Diary Entry 
Have your students look at primary source photographs of child labor in the early 1800s. Then have 
each of them choose one child from the photographs to write a diary entry for. Encourage the 
students to include what the child’s workday might be like and how that child might feel about the 
job. 

Photo Websites 

• https://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/hine-photos/#documents
• https://www.eiu.edu/eiutps/childhood_set.php


